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1 INTRODUCTION 

The TDMS-Plus Operator Training Simulator (OTS) consists of a second independent copy of 
the SCADA system operating with simulation programs and the dummy scan task in place of 
the real SCADA scan tasks. 

The OTS system can run on either the active or one of the standby computers.  This is made 
possible by a facility in VMS that allows the operating system to maintain parallel sets of 
logical names and processes in different groups of accounts.  The real SCADA system runs 
in the SCADA account, which is assigned to group 201.  The OTS system runs with a copy of 
the database in a different account assigned to group 202. 

The OTS system provides facilities that allow the user to create multiple simulation sessions.  
Each simulation contains a starting copy of the SCADA database and an overall simulation 
control file.  New simulation sessions can be created by the user and can use a copy of the 
current real-time SCADA database or can use a Playback database snapshot. 

The simulation session consists of a SCADA database and a simulator program that 
executes a simulation language control file created by the user.  The user can also execute 
individual OTS scripts created and stored in a common directory available to all simulation 
sessions.  The simulation control file consists of a sequence of simulation control language.  
This simulation language is presented in depth in this document. 

Although this document describes the OTS system in terms of the electrical industry, the OTS 
is completely general.  It can be used for training TDMS-Plus SCADA operators in any 
application, such as pipeline control or communication network management. 
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2 SIMULATION SOFTWARE 

The OTS Simulation software consists of: 

 Script execution program 

 Dummy scan task 

 Simulator program 

 WorldView User Interface 

2.1 Script Execution Program 

The script execution program is responsible for generating events specified in script files 
created by the user.  The events contained in these files represent field events, such as 
breaker trips, changes in load, etc. 

The script execution program is capable of processing multiple script files simultaneously.  It 
is therefore possible to create overlapping sequences of events in different or overlapping 
parts of the network. 

Script files can be started or stopped individually by command from either the WorldView 
OTS Control Panel or from the simulation control file. 

Events contained in the script files are defined in a simulation language described in Section 
3 of this document. 

 

2.2 Dummy Scan Task 

In the simulation system, all the scan tasks are replaced by copies of a dummy scan task. 

The dummy scan task does not perform any polling.  It simply waits for and processes control 
requests.  When a control request is received, the dummy scan task does not try to talk to an 
RTU.  Instead, it fakes a successful checkback and forwards the request to the simulator 
program. 

2.3 Simulator Program 

The simulator program is responsible for simulating network response to both events (created 
by the scripts or simulation control file) and operator control actions (forwarded by the dummy 
scan tasks). 
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The simulator program is driven by a simulation control file created by the user.  The 
simulation control file specifies how the simulator program is to simulate changes to the 
network that result from events or operator actions. 

The simulation control file generally consists of a series of IF-THEN-ELSE rules.  The “IF” 
portion of a rule specifies a condition.  The “THEN” portion of a rule defines an action to be 
performed if the condition is true.  The “ELSE” portion of the rule defines an action to be 
performed if the condition is false.  Whenever any resulting action that is performed produces 
a change, then the rule is said to have “fired”. 

The simulator is triggered by events from the scripts or simulation control file or by operator 
control requests received from the dummy scan tasks.  Whenever the simulator is triggered, it 
executes ALL the rules contained in the simulation control file.  If after processing all the 
rules, any database change occurred, then the simulator repeats execution of all the rules, 
and continues to do so until no more database changes occur.  The limit on the number of 
such repeated executions is controlled by the LIMIT statement in the simulation control file.  
This parameter may be set to zero if no repeated executions are desired. 

Actions performed by the simulator consist of creating new events (database updates) either 
directly or by initiating new script files. 

By suitably editing the simulation control file, cause-and effect relationships can be as 
detailed as the instructor wishes to make them. 

The simulation control files are defined in the same simulation language used for creating 
script files.  This language is described in Section 3 of this document. 

2.4 WorldView User Interface 

The user can interact with the OTS system using the WorldView OTS User Interface.  The 
User Interface consists of the following: 

 OTS Control Panel 

 OTS Simulation Session Editor 

 OTS Script Editor 

 OTS Connection Interface 

The OTS Control Panel and the OTS Connection Interface are described in Section 4 of this 
document. 
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The OTS Simulation Session and Script Editors are available from the Worldview Map Menu 
under the OTS sub-menu.  A privileged SCADA user connected to either the SCADA or OTS 
system can invoke the Simulation Session or Script Editors using the following WorldView 
Menu: 

 

2.4.1 Simulation Session Editor 

The Simulation Session Editor is invoked from the OTS menu by Selecting  
Map->OTS->Simulations.  A list of simulation sessions defined in the SCADA system is 
presented in the following dialog: 

 

For each OTS Simulation Session, the dialog displays the name, description, and last time 
the session was updated. 
 
From the dialog, the user can choose: 
 Create a new Simulation Session 
 Modify an Existing Session  
 Delete a Simulation Session 
 Cancel (to close the dialog). 
 
When Creating a new Simulation Session, a blank record will be opened in the Simulation 
Session Editor. 
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The user must provide the following information: 

- Name : overall name for the Simulation Session, the name must be less than 32 
characters and cannot contain spaces 

- Description : description for the Simulation Session, the description must be less than 
132 characters and should be descriptive of what the session objective will be 

The other areas on the display: 

- Simulation Control Language – main editing area for the Simulation Session is presented 
in the middle of the editing window, user should code the simulation control language, a 
line and column counter is presented just below and to the right of the window 

- Validate – will validate the statements in the simulation control language window 

 Extract Events – will allow the user to select real-time events to be pasted into the 
simulation control language window (see below) 

 Save – will save the simulation control file to the server 

 Cancel – will return to the Simulations List dialog 
 
When Modifying a Simulation Session, the user should select the Simulation Session from 
the List dialog and Select Modify.  The Simulation Session will be opened in the Simulation 
Session Editor: 
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The name field cannot be changed once the Simulation Session has been created.  The 
other areas on the display are: 

- Description : description for the Simulation Session, the description must be less than 
132 characters and should be descriptive of what the session objective will be 

- Simulation Control Language – main editing area for the Simulation Session is presented 
in the middle of the editing window, user should code the simulation control language, a 
line and column counter is presented just below and to the right of the window 

 Validate – will validate the statements in the simulation control language window 

 Compile – will compile the simulation control language on the server and return any 
errors in a compilation error window 
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Note that the line number of the offending statements are presented in the dialog.  The user 
can use the line counter below the Simulation Control Language window to locate the 
offending line(s). 

If all language statements are valid, the compilation ends with a successful notification: 

 

 Extract Events – will allow the user to select real-time events to be pasted into the 
simulation control language window (see below) 

 Save – will save the simulation control file to the server 

 Copy Realtime DB – will copy the current SCADA database into the Simulation Session 
directory.  These database files will be used for the starting SCADA database for the 
Simulation Session. 

 Copy Playback Snapshot – will present the user with a list of Playback snapshots (if 
available with Playback Snapshots turned on) that can be used as the starting SCADA 
database for the Simulation Session. 
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The user should select the desired Playback snapshot and select OK.  The snapshot will then 
be copied to the Simulation Session directory. 

Note: Before a Simulation Session can be loaded and run using the OTS Control Panel, 
a SCADA database will have to be loaded into the Simulation Session directory by 
either copying the Realtime DB or a Playback snapshot. 

 Cancel – will return to the Simulations List dialog 

 

Extract Events 

The user has the ability to extract real-time events that can be pasted into the Simulation 
Control Language window.  By selecting the Extract Events button, an Event Summary 
display window will be opened.   

 

The user should select Events by clicking on them.  Multiple events can be selected by using 
the left mouse button while pressing the CTRL or SHIFT buttons on the keyboard.  Once all 
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events have been selected, the user should click the right mouse button and Select Copy for 
OTS.  The events will be formatted and placed on the Windows clipboard.   

The user should then close the Event Summary window to return to the Simulation Session 
Editor.  The user can then paste the formatted events into the Simulation Control Language 
window by selecting the proper insertion point and clicking the right mouse button and 
Selecting Paste. 
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The following table summarizes the format of the Simulation/Script language from each SCADA 
event type: 

Event Type Simulation/Script element 

Analog Script: Update (“POINT” == value) 
Simulation: Assignment (“POINT” = value) 

Status Script: Update (“POINT” == value) 
Simulation: Assignment (“POINT” = value) 

Control CMD [@”point”] [command] [screen]  

Setpoint SET [@”point”] [setpoint] [screen] 

Group Select n/a 

Group De-Select n/a 

Group Control n/a 

SOEStatus Script: Update (“POINT” == value) 
Simulation: Assignment (“POINT” = value) 

SOELost n/a 

Timestamp n/a 

SOEEnd n/a 

Load Management n/a 

Alarm Ack n/a 

Point Ack Script: n/a 
Simulation: PNTACK [@”point”] [screen] 

Station Ack Script: n/a 
Simulation: STNACK [@”station”] [screen] 

Alarm Block n/a 

Alarm Unblock n/a 

Block All n/a 

Unblock All n/a 

Tag Script: n/a 
Simulation: TAG [@”point”/”station”] [tag_type] [‘tag_workorder’] [‘tag_desc’] [screen] 

Untag Script: n/a 
Simulation: UNTAG [@”point”/”station”] [tag_num] [screen] 

Analog Limit Script: n/a 
Simulation: ANALIM [@”point”] [lim1] … [lim 9] [screen] 

Alarm Script: ALARM [priority] [‘text’] 
Simulation: ALARM [@“point”/”station”] [priority] [num] [‘text’] 

Details of the Simulation/Script language are presented in Section 3 of this document. 

When Deleting a Simulation Session, the user should select the Simulation Session from the List 
dialog and Select Delete.  After confirming the operation, all Simulation Session files will be 
deleted from the server.  

2.4.2 Script Editor 

The Script Editor is invoked from the OTS menu by Selecting Map->OTS->Scripts.  A list of 
scripts defined in the SCADA system is presented in the following dialog: 
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For each OTS Script, the dialog displays the name, description, and last time the script was 
updated. 
 
From the dialog, the user can choose: 
 Create a new Script 
 Modify an Existing Script  
 Delete a Script 
 Cancel (to close the dialog). 
 
When Creating a new Script, a blank record will be opened in the Script Editor. 

 
 

The user must provide the following information: 

- Name : overall name for the Script, the name must be less than 32 characters and cannot 
contain spaces 
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- Description : description for the Script, the description must be less than 132 characters 
and should be descriptive of what the script is for 

The other areas on the display: 

- Script Language – same as the Simulation Session with the exception that only Script 
language will be allowed 

 Validate – will validate the statements in the script language window 

 Extract Events – will allow the user to select real-time events to be pasted into the script 
language window (same as Simulation Session) 

 Save – will save the script file to the server 

 Cancel – will return to the Scripts List dialog 
 

When Modifying a Script, the user should select the Script from the List dialog and Select 
Modify.  The Script will be opened in the Script Editor: 

 

The name field cannot be changed once the Script has been created.  The other areas on the 
display are: 

- Description : description for the Script, the description must be less than 132 characters 
and should be descriptive of what the script is for 

- Script Language – same as the Simulation Session with the exception that only Script 
language will be allowed 

 Validate – will validate the statements in the script language window 

 Compile – will compile the script language on the server and return any errors in a 
compilation error window (same as Simulation Session) 
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 Extract Events – will allow the user to select real-time events to be pasted into the script 
language window (same as Simulation Session) 

 Save – will save the script file to the server 

 Cancel – will return to the Scripts List dialog 
 

When Deleting a Script, the user should select the Script from the List dialog and Select Delete.  
After confirming the operation, the Script file will be deleted from the server.  
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3 SIMULATION LANGUAGE 

Both the Script files and the Simulation Control files are text files containing a simulation 
language that is closely modeled on the TDMS-Plus Command Sequencing language. 

In the case of both script and simulation control files, the text files containing simulation 
language statements must be compiled into binary files for use by the respective programs.  
A simulation language compiler is included with the OTS package. 

3.1 Variables 

There are two types of variables that scripts and simulation control files may use permanent 
and temporary. 

Permanent variables consist of database points. 

Temporary variables are named $A through $Z and $AA through $ZZ.  There are 52 of these. 

For each active script, the script execution program maintains an independent set of 52 
temporary variables.  These variables are temporary in the sense that they are initialized to 
zero then execution of the script is initiated, and their values are lost when the script 
terminates. 

Note, however, that these variables are global within each active script.  That is, any script 
files called by the main script file will use the same temporary variables used by the main 
script file. 

The simulator program also maintains its own independent set of 52 temporary variables. 

3.1.1 LIMIT Variable 

A special variable, LIMIT, is used to define the control file execution limit.  Every time the 
simulator program is triggered, it executes the simulation control file repeatedly until no 
database changes occur or the repeat limit defined by the value of LIMIT has been reached.  
If no limit is specified, the simulator program defaults to one execution per trigger. 

The LIMIT variable is assigned a value in the same manner as any other variable.  For 
example: 

LIMIT = nn 

where nn is the desired execution limit. 

If LIMIT is used, it should be assigned a value in the first statement of the simulation control 
file.  Any other attempts to set this variable later on in the file will be ignored and cause an 
error message to be logged during the compilation. 
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3.2 Operators 

The following arithmetic operators are available in the simulation language: 

Addition (+) 

Example: $A = $B + $C 

Subtraction (-) 

Example: $A = $B - $C 

Multiplication (*) 

Example: $A = $B * $C 

Division (/) 

Example: $A = $B / $C 

Exponentiation (**) 

Example: $A = $B ** 3 

3.3 Assignments 

A variable, whether it is temporary or permanent, may be assigned a value that can consist of 
a fixed constant, the value of another variable, or the value of an expression based on a 
combination of fixed constants and variables. 

The script file supports two types of assignments: 

1. The “set” assignment uses a single equal sign and sets a variable to a specified value.  
This assignment does not trigger the simulator. 

Format: variable = expression 

2. The “update” assignment uses a double equal sign and in addition to setting the variable 
to the specified value, it also notifies the simulator.  Whether this, in turn, produces any 
further changes depends on the contents of the simulation control file. 

Format: variable == expression 

The “update” assignment is not legal in simulation control files. 
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3.4 Comments 

Comments may be included in the simulation language text files by using the exclamation 
point.  In any line, everything that follows an exclamation point is treated as a comment. 

Example: 

“STN1,TAP1”=”STN1,TAP1”+$T !Adjust tap position 
“STN1,KV1” =”STN1,KV1” +(1.3*$T)     !   and voltage 

3.5 Commands 

The simulation language supports the following commands, some of which are not legal for 
both scripts and simulation control files: 

3.5.1 UPDATE Command 

The UPDATE command uses no arguments, and may be used in a script following a 
sequence of “set” assignments to trigger the simulator. 

The “set” assignments are useful for two purposes: 

- to initialize points at the beginning of a simulation 

- to set up a number of changes that are to appear simultaneous to the simulator 

 Example: 

  “STN1,VOLT1”   = 13.54 
  “STN1,VOLT2”   = 13.25 
  “STN1,AMP2”     = 56.3 
  UPDATE 

 The UPDATE command is not legal for simulation control files. 

3.5.2 CMD Command 

The CMD command may be used in script or simulation control file to issue a device 
control.  The parameters are the command value and the screen number (to be used for 
the OPRSUM message; recommend using screen 0 which is reserved for applications). 

Example: 

 CMD “L042,PUMP1” 1 0 ! Issue close command for L042 Pump 1 

3.5.3 SET Command 

The CMD command may be used in script or simulation control file to issue a setpoint 
command.  The parameters are the setpoint value and the screen number (to be used for 
the OPRSUM message; recommend using screen 0 which is reserved for applications). 

Example: 

 SET “L042,VALVE” 15.75 0 ! Issue setpoint command for L042 Valve pos 
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3.5.4 DELAY Command 

The DELAY command may be used in script or simulation control file to delay the 
execution for a specified time interval.  A delay in one script or simulation control file does 
not affect execution of any other active scripts. 

The format for the delay command is: 

 DELAY nnU 

Where   nn = number of units to used in the delay 

 U   = time unit to be used 

  S – seconds 
  M - minutes 
  H – hours 

The maximum delay time is 17 hours.  

3.5.5 CALL Command 

The CALL command may be used to execute another script or simulation control file.  
Once the called file has completed, control is returned to the calling file. 

A compiled version of the called file must exist.  If a non-existent file is called a warning 
message is logged, but the script or simulation program continues to execute. 

The CALL command syntax is: 

CALL filename 

Where filename = name of a script or simulation control file. 

Both the script execution program and the simulator program support nested calls to four 
levels deep. 

Note that the CALL command is not the mechanism for a simulation control file to initiate 
a script.  This provided by the EXECUTE command which is described below. 

3.5.6 EXIT Command 

The exit command causes the file which is currently executing to stop.  If the file which is 
executing was called from another file (see CALL command), the control returns to the 
calling file.  The calling file continues execution at the next statement following the CALL. 

3.5.7 RUN Command 

This command may be used in either a script or a simulation control file to activate a 
subprocess, which may consist of a user-written program, to perform a special function.  
The script execution or simulation program waits for the subprocess to complete before 
continuing with the next statement. 

An important purpose of this function is to permit future integration of a load flow analysis 
program into the OTS. 
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3.5.8 EXECUTE Command 

This command may be used in a simulation control file to initiate execution of a specified 
script.  The simulator program sends the request to the script execution program and 
then continues executing its simulation control file.  It does not wait for the script file to 
complete. 

The syntax of the EXECUTE command is: 

 EXECUTE filename 

Where file = the name of the script file. 

If the specified script file does not exist, an error message is logged in the instructor’s 
control panel and the simulator program continues execution. 

The EXECUTE command is not legal for a script file. 

3.5.9 CANCEL Command 

This command may be used in a simulation control file to cancel execution of a specified 
script. 

The syntax of the CANCEL COMMAND IS: 

 CANCEL filename 

Where filename = the name of the script file. 

If the specified script file does not exist, an error message is logged in the instructor’s 
control panel and the simulator program continues execution.  If the specified script file 
does exist, but was not active, no error is logged. 

The CANCEL command is not legal for a script file. 

3.5.10 ALARM Command 

The ALARM command may be used in either a script or a simulation control file to raise a 
SCADA alarm. 

Format (SCRIPT): 

 ALARM [priority] ‘text’ 

Where priority is in the range of 0 – 4 and text is alarm text in single quotes (up to 40 
characters) 

Format (SIMULATION): 

ALARM [point_name] [priority] record_# ‘text’ 

Where point_name is format: 

 @”station,point” for point id 
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 @”station”, for station id 

 priority in range 0 – 4 

 record # is the alarm links record number to add 

 Text is alarm text in single quotes (up to 60 characters) 

NOTE: maximum total # of characters for each simulation line is 80.  Use a 

continuation (-) at the end of the line to use a second line (if necessary). 

3.5.11 ALMACK Command 

The ALMACK (alarm acknowledge) command may be used in a simulation control file to 
acknowledge a SCADA alarm. 

Format (SIMULATION): 

 ALMACK record_# record_count screen_# ‘text’ 

Where record_# is the alarm links record number to acknowledge  

record_count is the number of records to acknowledge  

screen_# is the screen # to use in the OPRSUM message (recommend using 0) 

text is alarm text in single quotes (up to 60 characters) 

NOTE: maximum total # of characters for each simulation line is 80.  Use a 
continuation (-) at the end of the line to use a second line (if necessary). 

3.5.12 PNTACK Command 

The PNTAK (point alarm acknowledge) command may be used in a simulation control file 
to acknowledge all alarms for a SCADA point. 

Format (SIMULATION): 

 PNTACK point_name screen_# 

Where point_name is format: 

@”station,point” for point id  

screen_# is the screen # to use in the OPRSUM message (recommend using 0) 

NOTE: maximum total # of characters for each simulation line is 80.  Use a 

continuation (-) at the end of the line to use a second line (if necessary). 

3.5.13 STNACK Command 

The STNACK (station alarm acknowledge) command may be used in a simulation control 
file to acknowledge all alarms for a SCADA station. 

Format (SIMULATION)”: 
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 STNACK point_name screen_# 

Where point_name is format: 

@”station,” for station id  

screen_# is the screen # to use in the OPRSUM message (recommend using 0) 

NOTE: maximum total # of characters for each simulation line is 80.  Use a 

continuation (-) at the end of the line to use a second line (if necessary). 

3.5.14 BLKALL Command 

The BLKALL (block all alarms) command may be used in a simulation control file to block 
all alarms for a SCADA point. 

Format (SIMULATION): 

 BLKALL point_mane add_record_# screen_# 

Where point name is format: 

@”station,point” for point id  

@”station,” for station id   

add_record_# is the alarm links record number to add  

screen_# is the screen # to use in the OPRSUM message (recommend using 0) 

NOTE: maximum total # of characters for each simulation line is 80.  Use a 
continuation (-) at the end of the line to use a second line (if necessary). 

3.5.15  UNBALL Command 

The UNBALL (unblock all alarms) command may be used in a simulation control file to 
unblock all alarms for a SCADA point. 

Format (SIMULATION): 

 UNBALL point_name add_record_# screen_# 

Where point)_name is format: 

@”station,point” for point id  

@”station,”for station id  

add_record_# is the alarm links record number to add  

screen_# is the screen # to use in the OPRSUM message (recommend using 0) 

NOTE: maximum total # of characters for each simulation line is 80.  Use a 
continuation (-) at the ned of the line to use a second line (if necessary). 
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3.5.16 ALMBLK Command 

The ALMBLK (alarm block) command may be used in a simulation control file to block a 
SCADA alarm. 

Format (SIMULATION): 

ALMBLK record_# [point_name] add_record_# screen_# ‘text’ 

Where record_# is the alarm links record number  

point name is format: 

@”station,point” for point id  

@”station,” for station id  

add_record_# is the alarm links record number to add  

screen_# is the screen # to use in the OPRSUM message test is alarm 
(recommend using 0) 

text in single quotes (up to 60 characters) 

NOTE: maximum total # of characters for each simulation line is 80.  Use a 
continuation (-) at the end of the line to use a second line (if necessary). 

3.5.17 ALMUNB Command 

The ALMUNB (alarm unblock) command may be used in a simulation control file to -
unblock a SCADA alarm. 

Format (SIMULATION)”: 

 ALMUNB record_# add_record_# screen_# ‘text” 

Where record_# is the alarm links record number  

add_record_# is the alarm links record number to add  

screen_# is the screen # to use in the OPRSUM message (recommend using 0) 

test is alarm text in single quotes (up to 60 characters) 

Note: maximum total # of characters for each simulation line is 80.  Use a 
continuation (-) at the end of the line to use a second line (if necessary). 

3.5.18 TAG Command 

The TAG (point tag) command may be used in a simulation control file to tag a SCADA 
point. 

Format (SIMULATION): 

 TAG point_name tag_type ‘tag_work_order’ ‘tag_description’ screen_# 
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Where point_name is format: 

@”station,point” for point id  

@”station,” for station id  

tag_type is in range 1 to 4 (i.e. I, HO, HX, T)  

tag_work_order is in single quotes (up to 5 characters)  

tag_description is in single quotes (up to 45 characters)  

screen_# is the screen # to use in the OPRSUM message (recommend using 0) 

NOTE: maximum total # of characters for each simulation line is 80.  Use a 
continuation (-) at the end of the line to use a second line (if necessary). 

3.5.19 UNTAG Command 

The UNTAG (point untag) command may be used in a simulation control file to untag a 
SCADA point. 

Format (SIMULATION): 

 UNTAG point_name tag_# screen_# 

Where point name is format: 

 @”station< point” for point id 

 @”station,” for station id 

 tag_# is the tag index number in range 0 to 7 

 screen_# is the screen # to use in the OPRSUM message (recommend using 0) 

NOTE: maximum total # of characters for each simulation line is 80.  Use a 
continuation (-) at the end of the line to use a second line (if necessary). 

3.5.20 ANALIM Command 

The ANALIM (analog limit change) command may be used in a simulation control file to 
change the alarm limits for an analog SCADA point. 

Format (SIMULATION): 

ANALIM point_name limit_1 limit_2 limit_3 limit_4 limit_5 limit_6 limit_7 limit_8 
limit_9 screen_# 

Where point_name is format: 

 @”station,point”for point id 

 @”station,” for station id 
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 limit_1 is pre-emergency high limit’ 

 limit_2 is emergency high limit 

 limit_3 is reasonable high limit 

 limit_4 is pre-emergency low limit 

 limit_5 is emergency low limit 

 limit_6 is reasonable low limit 

 limit_7 is pre-emergency deadband limit 

 limit_8 is emergency deadband limit 

 limit_9 is reasonable deadband limit 

 all limits are floating point numbers in the format x.xx 

 screen_# is the screen # to use in the OPRSUM message (recommend using 0) 

NOTE:   maximum total # of characters for each simulation line is 80.  Use a 
continuation (-) at the end of the line to use a second line (if necessary). 

3.6 Mathematical Functions 

The following mathematical functions are supported in the simulation language for both 
scripts and simulation controls files: 

ABS This function takes one parameter and returns the absolute value 

 Format:  BS (expression) 

 Example: $A = ABS($B) 

SQRT This function takes one parameter and returns the square root. 

 Format:  SQRT(expression) 

 Example: $A = SQRT($B + $C) 

MAX These functions take a list of up to 8 parameters 

MIN (which may be expressions) and return the maximum and minimum values. 

 Format:  MAX(expression1,expression2,…) 

   MIN(expression1,expression2,…) 

 Example: MAX($A,$B,($C+$D)) 

   MIN($A,$B,$C,$D,$E,$F,$G,$H) 
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MOD This function takes two parameters and returns the modulus of the first 
parameter with respect to the second parameter.  The result is truncated to an 
integer value. 

 Format:  MOD(expression,expression) 

 Example: $A = MOD($B,$C) 

INT  This Function takes one parameter and returns the integer part of this parameter. 

Format:  INT(expression) 

Example: $A = INT($B) 

EXP This function takes one parameter and returns the natural antilog (base e). 

 Format:  EXP(expression) 

 Example: $A = EXP($B) 

LOG This function takes one parameter and returns the logarithm (base 10). 

 Format:  LOG(expression) 

 Example: $A = LOG($B) 

LN  This function takes one parameter and returns the natural logarithm (base e). 

 Format:  LN(expression) 

 Example: $A = LN($B) 

SIN  This function takes one parameter (in radians) and returns the sine. 

 Format:  SIN(expression) 

 Example: $A = SIN($B) 

COS This function takes on oparameter (in radians) and returns the cosine. 

 Format:  COS(expression) 

 Example: $A = COS($B) 

TAN This function takes on parameter (in radians) and returns the tangent. 

 Format:  TAN(expression) 

 Example: $A = TAN($B) 

ASIN This function takes on parameter and returns the arcsine (in radians). 

 Format:  ASIN(expression) 
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 Example: $A = ASIN($B) 

ACOS This function takes one parameter and returns the arccosine (in radians). 

 Format:  ACOS(expression) 

 Example: $A = ACOS($B) 

ATAN This function takes one parameter and returns the arctangent (in radians). 

 Format  ATAN(expression) 

 Example $A = ATAN($B) 

3.7 If Statement 

The IF statement is used to perform one or more actions based on the result of a condition. 

3.7.1 Syntax 

The syntax of an IF statement is as follows: 

 IF (condition) - 
 THEN - 
  action(s) - 
 ELSE - 
  action(s) - 
 ENDIF 

Where: 

 IF marks the start of the condition 

 THEN marks the start of the action(s) to be taken if the condition is true 

 ELSE marks the start of the action(s) to be taken if the condition is false 

 ENDIF marks the end of the IF statement 

Note: The IF statement is considered a single language statement and MUST have 
the continuation characters and the end of each line (with the exception of ENDIF). 

The condition portion of an IF clause consists of a subject and a verb, which may be 
simple or compound.  The verb specifies a test or comparison of the subject.  In the case 
of a simple verb, the object that the subject is being compared with is implicit.  In the case 
of a compound verb, the object is explicitly identified by a modifier. 

The syntax of the condition portion of the IF statement is: 

 IF (subject verb) 

For a simple verb, and 

 IF (subject verb modifier) 
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For a compound verb.  The parentheses enclosing the condition are optional. 

The subject may be any variable, either temporary or permanent (i.e. a database point). 

The modifier can be any variable, constant or expression. 

3.7.2 Simple Verbs 

The following simple verbs all specify comparisons with zero: 

 .OPEN. 
 .OFF. 
 .LOWER. 
 .FALSE. 

The following simple verbs all specify comparisons with one: 

 .CLOSE. 
 .ON. 
 .RAISE. 
 .TRUE. 

For example, the statement: 

 IF “STN1,STA000”.OPEN. - 

means “if point STN1,STA000 is in the zero state”, and 

 IF “STN1,STA002”.TRUE. - 

means “if point STN1,STA002 is in the one state”, and 

Note that these simple verbs can also be used as constants in assignment statements.  
For example, 

 “STN1,STA001” = .OPEN.  

sets a status point to open. 

3.7.3 Compound Verbs 

The following compound verbs all require modifiers to explicitly identify the object being 
compared to: 

 .EQ. equal to 

 .GT. greater than 

 .GE. greater than or equal to 

 .LT. less than 

 LE. less than or equal to 

For example, the statement: 

 IF “STN1,AN000” .GT. “STN1,AN001” - 
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Means “if the value of point STN1,AN000 is greater than the value of point STN1,AN001” 

3.7.4 Boolean Operators 

Boolean .AND. and .OR. operators may be used to produce more complicated IF 
clauses. 

For example, the statement: 

 IF (“STN1,STA000” .OPEN.) .AND. (“STN1,STA001” .CLOSE.) - 

Means “if point STN1,STA000 if open and STN1,STA001 is closed”. 

3.7.5 Special Verbs 

The following special verbs are compound verbs that may be used only in simulation 
control files: 

 .CHANGED_TO. Changed to a new value from a script 

 .COMMANDED_TO. Controlled to a new value by the operator 

A.CHANGED_TO. condition will be true only when a script makes the corresponding 
change and triggers the simulator by using the “==” form of the assignment. 

Both verbs essentially test for an event.  In the case where there are multiple iterations of 
the simulation control file, the specified condition will be true only on the first iteration. 

A .COMMANDED_TO. condition will be true only when a dummy scan task forwards the 
corresponding control to the simulator. 

For example, consider a rule made up of the following statements: 

 IF “STN1,TAP02L” .COMMANDED_TO..LOWER. - 
 THEN - 
  “STN1,TAP0S2”=”STN1,TAPOS2” – 1 - 
  “STN1,VOLT2”= 4.5*(1-.01*”STN1,TAP0S2”) - 
 ENDIF 

This rule instructs the simulator to respond to a request to lower a transformer tap by 
decrementing the tap position and lowering the voltage correspondingly.  To account for 
the maximum tap position, the IF clause would have to be ANDed with a check for 
maximum tap position, as in: 

IF (“STN1,TAP02L” .COMMANDED_TO..LOWER.) - 
 .AND. (“STN1,TAPOS2” .LE. 10) - 

 THEN - 
  “STN1,TAP0S2”=”STN1,TAPOS2” – 1 - 
 ENDIF 

For more complicated results, events or commands can be specified to cause initiation of 
script files.  For example, the rule: 

 IF (“STN1,ST000”.CHANGED_TO..OPEN. - 
 THEN EXECUTE STEELES_WARDEN_TRIP - 
 ENDIF 
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Specifies that if breaker STN1,ST000 trips, the simulator is to initiate the execution of a 
script file named STEELES_WARDEN_TRIP. 

Note that this is different from: 

 IF (“STN1,ST000”.OPEN.) - 
 THEN EXECUTE STEELES_WARDEN_TRIP - 
 ENDIF 

which would cause the simulator to initiate execution of STEELES_WARDEN_TRIP 
every time the simulator was triggered as long as “STN1,ST000” remains in the “open” 
state. 
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4 SIMULATION SESSION 
The OTS system is controlled by connecting WorldView to OTS either on the active or 
standby computer.  To connect to OTS, use the Connect menu on any of the WorldView 
menus.  All hosts configured in WorldView will be available in the Connect menu.  The host 
names serve as toggles to connect to or disconnect from OTS. 

 

 
Once connected, WorldView will indicate the OTS connection in the window title and in the 
status bar. 

 

 

4.1 OTS Control Panel 

The OTS Control Panel dialog is launched by selecting Map->OTS->Control from the 
WorldView Map Menu. 

 

After selecting OTS Control from the menu, the OTS Control Panel dialog will appear. 
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The OTS Control Panel displays the current run-time status of OTS and the active OTS 
Simulation Session (if started).  The control panel dialog has the following functions: 

 Start Sim Session : used to start a Simulation Session, a list of all Simulation Sessions 
will be displayed for the user to select. 

 

The user should select the appropriate session and select OK.   

If the Simulation Session does not contain a valid database, an error is returned to the user. 

 

If the Simulation Session is valid, an action dialog will be displayed indicating the session is 
being started.  The action dialog will disappear once the session is started.  The database is 
copied from the Simulation Session directory and the OTS programs are started. 
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The user will be notified once the Simulation Session is started. 

 

Once the Simulation Session is started, all other functions in the Control Panel become 
available to the user. 

 

 Restart Sim Session : allows the user to restart an active Simulation Session, OTS 
programs will be stopped and all database files will be reloaded from the Simulation 
Session directory.  The user must confirm the action. 

 

 Stop Sim Session : allows the user to stop an active Simulation Session, OTS programs 
will be stopped and all run-time database files will be deleted, database files in the 
Simulation Session directory are unchanged.  The user must confirm the action. 
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 Save Sim Session : allows the user to save the database files from an active Simulation 
Session back to the Simulation Session directory.  This will allow the user to archive any 
manual changes made to the Simulation Session database files.  The user must confirm 
the action. 

 

 Start Simulation File : allows the user to start the Simulation Control File, feedback will be 
given to the user on success or failure of the operation. 

 Stop Simulation File : allows the user to stop the Simulation Control File, feedback will be 
given to the user on success or failure of the operation. 

 Execute Script : allows the user to manually Execute a Script, a list of all Scripts will be 
displayed for the user to select. 

 

The user should select the appropriate Script to Execute and select OK.  Feedback will be 
given on success or failure of the operation. 

 Cancel Script : allows the user to manually Cancel a Script, a list of all Scripts will be 
displayed for the user to select. 
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The user should select the appropriate Script to Cancel and select OK.  Feedback will be 
given on success or failure of the operation. 

 Refresh : used to refresh the OTS Status and OTS Session boxes. 

 Cancel : used to close the OTS Control Panel. 

4.2 Active Simulation Session  

After starting the Simulation Session using the OTS Control Panel, the following functions are 
available using the OTS system: 

 The Simulation Control File can be started and stopped in order to execute the overall 
simulation actions for the Session. 

 Scripts can be individually executed or cancelled to achieve Session results. 

 Multiple users can connect to the OTS system using the Connect menu in WorldView. 

 The running OTS system is a full function SCADA system.  Alarms, events, and operator 
changes can be generated and viewed using the WorldView user interface. 

 The Simulation Session can be Restarted or Stopped using the OTS Control Panel 
dialog. 

 Any manual database changes made to the OTS system can be saved by using the OTS 
Control Panel and Selecting to “Save Sim Session”. 
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5 OTS PLAYBACK OPTION 

5.1 Introduction 

The Playback package enhances OTS with the ability to replay events as recorded by the 
Event Data Recorder, enabling the user to measure the effect of previous events and study 
the instantaneous condition of the system at a specified time.  Using the standard OTS and 
Event Data Recording layered products, the Playback package provides a offline simulation 
of past events. 

Playback operation is divided into an online and an offline process.  The online process is 
Snapshot Generation and the offline process is Playback Control. 

Snapshot Generation runs in the online SCADA system taking hourly and instantaneous 
database snapshots that ultimately generate the playback simulation.  At SCADA startup, the 
snapshot process is installed and started by the option files and is responsible for maintaining 
the snapshots on both the active and standby SCADA machines. 

Playback Control is the offline process that extracts and runs replay simulations.  In addition, 
it is responsible for installing and running the OTS SCADA system and controlling the replay 
simulation based on user input. 

5.2 SNAPSHOT GENERATION 

The snapshot process (DBRCRD) executes continuously from the real time SCADA system.  
Snapshots are selective database files and event simulation script backups in the form of ZIP 
files taken hourly from the online database.  Two sets of snapshots are maintained in two 
different directories, one for the database files and one for the event simulation scripts. 

DBRCRD will also maintain synchronization by copying snapshots to the synchronized 
standby system.  During synchronization of an offline CPU, the playback directories may be 
automatically synched by simply adding them to the list in 
MG:[INSTALL]DATABASE_COPY.DAT using any available text editor (e.g. Eve or Notepad). 

$! List of directories to be copied to standby during synchronization 
$! 
MG:[ACCOUNTING] 
MG:[WMAP.DATABASE] 
MG:[TABLES] 
MG:[OTS.PLAYBACK.HOUR] 
MG:[OTS.PLAYBACK.SIM] 

DBRCRD selectively backs up the SCADA database files.  To conserve space and extraction 
time, not all database files are archived.  Only the files required to run the Playback OTS 
copy of SCADA are archived and restored.  Every 10 minutes DBRCRD extracts the past 10 
minutes of events and stores them in an event simulation script for that 10 minute period.  
Each hour DBRCRD accumulates the previous hour’s event scripts and stores them in a zip 
file for later usage by the Playback Control.  A logical PLY_SNPDAYS defined in OPTTSK 
controls the number of days of snapshot files that are kept online. 
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5.3 PLAYBACK CONTROL 

Playback Control restores previously saved snapshots according to user selected start and 
end times.  Simulation control files for events that occurred during the replay duration are 
extracted from the snapshots.  Playback Control installs and starts the OTS system, if it is not 
installed or started already.  Once the simulation control files are compiled the OTS SCADA 
system is started and the database initialized.  The user may execute and control the replay 
from the Playback Control Panel. 

The Playback system is controlled by connecting WorldView to OTS either on the active or 
standby computer.  To connect to OTS, use the Connect menu on any of the WorldView 
menus.  All hosts configured in WorldView will be available in the Connect menu.  The host 
names serve as toggles to connect to or disconnect from OTS. 

 

Once connected, WorldView will indicate the OTS connection in the window title and in the 
status bar. 

 

 

5.4 Operation 

5.4.1 Startup 

The Playback Control Panel dialog is launched by selecting Map->Playback->Control from 
the WorldView Map Menu. 
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After selecting Playback->Control from the menu, the Playback Control Panel dialog will 
appear. 

 

5.4.2 Playback Setup 

Execution begins with the Playback Control Panel dialog presenting user entry for start 
date, start time, end date and end time.   

 

Select the starting and ending dates and times.  The start and end dates are selectable 
by clicking on the down arrow to display the calendar.  The start and end times can be 
entered manually or adjusted up and down by selecting the appropriate arrows. 

 

 

 

 

Click the START button to initiate a Playback session or click the CANCEL button to quit. 
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Playback initiates the OTS installation and the appropriate simulation files are extracted.  
Once extraction and compilation are complete, OTS SCADA is started and the database 
is initialized to the user selected start time. 

Subsequently, displays come on line and the OTS SCADA system begins operation. 
Invalid times, compile errors, or OTS installation and startup failures cause the system to 
remain in the Playback Control Panel and indicate the error in an informational window.  
The user can either re-enter the Playback times, or exit to investigate the error (a number 
of log and error files are generated to assist troubleshooting run time failures).  
Otherwise, the Playback Session is now ready for activation. 

5.4.3 Playback Execution Control 

The Playback Execution Control dialog is displayed after OTS is successfully started.  
The dialog displays the current date and time, the requested start time, the requested 
end time, and the current Playback status. 

 

Slow Play           Fast     Pause Step Second 

  Restart       Exit 
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A number of Playback control options are available to the user. 

The user starts execution of the Playback Session by selecting any forward operation 
(SLOW, PLAY, FAST, or STEP SECOND).  Clicking a button for any option during 
Playback execution will alter the Playback Session execution accordingly.  Actions that 
are unavailable in the current Playback state will show the button(s) grayed out. 

Events executed by the Playback Execution Control  panel may be observed from any 
WorldView display.   

To begin again without regenerating a new Playback Session setup, select the RESTART 
button from the dialog box.  Selecting the EXIT button will delete the current Playback 
Session and return to the Playback Control dialog. 

To start a new Playback Session, exit to the Playback Control dialog and enter new input 
dates and times. 

5.4.4 Playback Execution Control Options 

SLOW:   Replay runs at half speed. ( Delay = 2 seconds ) 

PLAY:   Replay runs at real time speed. ( Delay = 1 second ) 

FAST:   Replay runs at double speed than real time. ( Delay = 0.5 second ) 

PAUSE:  Replay stops execution until next execution button click. 

SINGLE STEP:  Replay runs in single step mode.  It executes one second of the replay 
and pauses until the next button click. 

RESTART: Restore original snapshot, initialize the database and start over from the 
start time. 

EXIT:  Stops replay execution, deletes simulation and script control files, stops 
OTS and exits back to main replay window. 

5.5 Playback Support 

The following SCADA events are supported in Playback: 

Analog, Status, and Text Point Value Changes 
Status Point Control 
SCADA Alarms 
Alarm Acknowledgment, Alarm Block, Alarm Unblock 
Point Tag and Untag 
Analog Limit Value Changes 

Contact QEI Customer Service at (973) 379-7400 for more information or assistance with 
Playback. 
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QEI provides a wide variety of Automation Products and services to 
the Electric Utility Industry. QEI's customers are a mixture of major 
utilities, government and military agencies as well as global Electrical 
Transmission and Distribution OEM's. 
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